museums and galleries ignored this genre for over twenty years.5 In the case of any given artist, individual quirks can explain failure to achieve greater fame. But when a whole tradition is negated, we are in the presence of a social phenomenon. In examining oral history interviews conducted by the UCLA Oral History Program over a twenty-year period (and to a lesser degree interviews in the collection of the Archives of American Art), I detected a possible explanation for the mystery. I noticed that assemblage artists spoke about art and society quite differently than artists associated with the more successful "L.A. Look," and I began to wonder if these contrasting views might be a clue to the eclipse of assemblage. This curiosity led me to consider how the very specific tensions of the art community are linked to more general tensions in society.
Oral history has proven an especially powerful tool for exploring such questions. The oral history narrative, as a confluence of aesthetic, psychological, and social forces, can reveal the interactions between the interviewee's subjectivity and the tiers of reality he or she inhabits. This general characteristic takes on a particular meaning and usefulness in interviews with artists.
When oral historians sit down with artists and turn on their tape recorders, they tap into the constant process of self-questioning that is a central dimension of creative activity. An artist needs to understand what makes one artist (her/me) successful, another (me/him) a failure. There are so many criteria that the internal polemic goes on simultaneously on multiple levels. Success is measured by quality of statement (content) and by the unique, formgiving beauty of the work; by shows in galleries; by placement in museums; by critical response; by the prices one's work commands; even by the oral history interview itself, since the decision to interview an artist is itself perceived as a recognition of worth, one more award in a career that must seek out validation. Interviewee and interviewer too easily can participate in an externally generated and sustained mythologizing process, in which they both share by virtue of being part of the "art community." The interviewer places the tape recorder in front of the interviewee and asks, "What important pieces did you do and what important thoughts did you think?" It is easy to ignore or overlook an artist's internal struggle as he or she tries to shape individual and social experience into some form of harmony satisfying to those in charge of the institutions that govern success: museums, galleries, collectors, the art press, universities-and the oral historian 6 The lone individual has a terrible sense of powerlessness in the face of such a task, which makes it all the more difficult to discuss.7
Oral history narratives thus can be viewed as concretizations of the creator's personal theories; as such they have much in common with aesthetic production. Value systems are retrospectively projected onto past events so that these take on meaning beyond their own empirical presence, and values seem justified by their grounding in "facts." This carries the speaker into the province of myth: mythic content is invested in this extra layer of meaning which is then "borrowed" by the narrator to underscore the points he/she wants to make. The same symbol can be used within the same interview to make contrasting points. For example, the special quality of light and climate in Southern California is a recurrent theme found in many interviews with California artists, but when they raise the subject more than optic qualities may be involved. The light can be described as clarifying and revelatory but also as blinding and stultifying. Light as a mythic image comes to stand in for the artist's emotional response to sociological situationsthe crystallization of ideological values into experience.
Unless we consider carefully the complexity of this creation of meaning, it is easy to misread the artist's struggle. The oral history interview can seem merely a tape-recorded art rap, in which the human being who created the piece of art disappears into a social role as "magic man" (to use painter Edward Moses's phrase) or 6 "If it is true that art is institutionalized as ideology in bourgeois society, then it does not suffice to make the contradictory structure of this ideology transparent, instead one must also ask what this ideology may conceal." Peter Burger, Theory of the Avant-Garde (Minneapolis, 1984), 14. See also Arnold Hauser, The Sociology of Art (Chicago, 1982), 11-17, 73-78, 215-242. 7 Consider assemblage artist Ed Kienholz's description of the effect one gallery owner had: "He would go to Bengston's studio, or Kenny Price's studio, or Bob Irwin's studio, or my studio, or somebody's studio, and his involvement was cosmetic in a way. 'Oh, fantastic, incredible!' They'd have another glass of wine, and he would discourage what was not salable and encourage what was. He just really took the rough corers off a lot of people. Craig Kauffman is one who Irving just really buffed down into a real saleable jewel, in a way." Monte Factor, a collector of assemblage and a close friend of Kienholz's who was sitting in on the interview session, challenged Kienholz: "Well, I think that's giving him more power than he had." Kienholz responded, "Yeah, but we were all so lonely, Monte. ... Here was one voice who came and seemed interested. ... We were so desperate to have some sort of reinforcement" (Kienholz interview, 298).
"engineer of perception" (to use painter and environmental artist Robert Irwin's), enfolded as totally as the banker or the stockbroker or the real estate agent might be swallowed up by the circuits of capital.8 The anecdotes that make up much of oral history interviews restore the human being, but in an apparently trivialized and ritualized manner, offering stories that are exchanged among friends and serve to accentuate subgroup unity. These stories also are the means whereby the interviewee has learned to project a selfcharacterization acceptable to his or her peers9
Even on an informational level, it is hard to see how such material can be used to elicit information of historical value. An often-heard criticism of oral history is that the material we gather is simply "impressionistic," and those of us who conduct oral history interviews with artists have to admit that a description of the materials and creative process involved in constructing a particular piece, however interesting it may seem, cannot substitute for the rigorous analysis that a conservationist or curator might perform in evaluating the piece itself, or what a biographer would find sifting through the drafts that an artist leaves behind in personal papers.
But there is another sense in which these limits and disadvantages may themselves suggest the real insights and unique information to be found in oral history interviews with artists, even in the seemingly trivial, inconsequential anecdotes. As Luisa Passerini has argued, Irrelevancies and discrepancies must not be denied, but these will never be understood if we take oral sources merely as factual statements. Not having criticized the operational implications of an inherited conception of history, one may approach interviewees with the idea that their past is a pre-given fact waiting to be brought to light. These oral sources are to be considered, not as factual narratives, but as forms of culture and testimonies of the changes of these forms over time.10 8 Though my argument concentrates on confronting directly those elements of pain and failure in an interviewee's life, I do not want in the process to promote the myth of the artist alienated from society because of greater sensitivity. At any given period, some artists will be alienated and others will be on the same wavelength as those who make decisions on art patronage. Some artists will have greater than average sensitivity to psychological and social reality, others will have lesser or just an average amount. What is of interest to me is how "success" and "failure" act as historical categories that evolve as the social function of art changes. Judy Baca, a muralist who paints flood channels and gym walls with teenagers and senior citizens, seemed to be arguing something strikingly similar about oral history when she started talking about the process of her interview:
You know, one thing that strikes me, as we do this interview, is the kind of relentlessness of my little mind, of how it sort of always follows in a sequence, trying the next step and the next step. I don't seem to leap off anywhere. I think all this work I have been doing is about healing, and it's about developing some kind of loving approach to the world, in which I can use my skills to heal a social environment and a physical environment. And this [the interview], now, is just another approach to the same kind of healing. And it's perhaps a little quieter, and it's healing myself." A little later she drew together the personal and political significance of self-expression:
In the sense of this is a fairly serious time in American history and, given that I feel powerless in any other way, you know, I feel like I need to shake my beads.l2
With this in mind, and with an eye to the juggling act that artists necessarily perform in discussing and assessing their work in the oral history interview, let us return to the question of assemblage art, its appearance on the West Coast, and its relation to the development of art institutions in California.
ii Assemblage in the simplest terms is an art form in which the artist uses found or constructed objects for basic material, assembling the objects together in such a way that they retain a portion of their original identities.'3 Moder assemblage art has roots both in folk art traditions and in avant-garde experiments. These artists were "working completely against the mainstream not only of the art around them, but also of society itself."'8 In the interview Starr conducted with him, George Herms recalled that being an artist meant having a position in society only slightly less suspect than that of a communist.19 Cameron, a feminist artist and adept of Aleister Crowley, recalled that a warrant was issued for her arrest because she shared a house with blacks.2 But California assemblage presents us with a problem: materials that appear historically focused in both form and content are put in the service of viewpoints that aim to recover humanity through the negation of history, through its transformation into myth.
Even Edward Kienholz, whose tableaux have focused squarely on issues like abortion, the death penalty, welfare, and race relations, stated in his oral history interview that the issues themselves were only instances of humanity's fear of being part of the cycle of natural existence: "All my work has to do with living and dying, the fear of death."21 Pressed on the relationship of his work to broad political concerns, Kienholz answered, Politics are a really murky area for me because politics are really our own abdication of our own responsibility. We hire someone to make decisions for us. We give up our own power to let someone else exercise power over us.2
Since history was identified with technology and the disruptive machines of development, an answer to social and political complexities for many assemblage artists was a return to the values and imagery of pretechnological civilizations-the Tarot, the I Ching, the Cabala, Hopi kachinas, fetishes. Juxtaposed to the romance of pretechnological cultures, we find also the romance of the early industrial era. The assemblage artist layers the past of our society in such a way that the continuing survivals of preceding epochs in our own time become clearer. The discards of contemporary civilization were refashioned into prayers for the reintegration of humanity into the cosmos. "Art is Love is God" was Wallace Berman's slogan, one he coded into his pieces, often directly and sometimes through arcane symbols. Wagner began working in assemblage in the late 1940s when he made wall pieces using throwaway scraps of wood instead of paint. He used the wood exactly as he had found it, changing neither the colors nor the textures. At first, he produced non-narrative abstractions, but the idea of giving dramatic presence to things was explicitly present in his earliest free-standing assemblage piece: He determined that the discards he worked with were in fact totemic power objects.36 The pieces in an assemblage came together in an "alchemical" way. Wagner, like many others in the postwar period, studied zen. The principles of "don't think, don't have any mind, just do it, you know, action without any reason"37 describe just as readily the surrealist project of automatic writing and automatic drawing.
As an example of the interpenetration of social comment and myth let us take an assemblage Wagner made in 1986, Shot at Twenty Fathoms, a combination of a water-distorted polaroid snapshot washed up on the beach (found in his almost daily walks looking for seafront debris), a camera spool, pencils, driftwood, and most prominently a hypodermic syringe stuck into the photo. [See Figure  2 ] Wagner thought that the work was an icon of chaos. "Under the sea, if you were twenty fathoms down, it's quite chaotic." Regarding the hypodermic syringe: "I hadn't intended it to be [social commentary]; the thing actually just worked in there beautifully. It happened to be needed. It was a good object for it, but it has nothing to do with a statement as a whole."38 But then, in describing his work process on assemblages, he said, "I don't really change the significance of the objects. The objects are still there, they just are in a different juxtaposition. As I mentioned one time before, in space, challenging man to break it free, but with the secret knowledge of man's ultimate inability to accomplish this, short of death" (Artforum 1/6 [June 1963]: 32-33).
34Many interviews express the idea that what makes California culture unique is its melange of Anglo-American, Mexican, Native American, and East Asian elements. This belief covers over the ethnic conflict that exists in all of California society, including the arts. Still, to see the repressive character of this ideology one must identify the element of truth in it, which is exposure to other ideas and life-styles, and understand that identification with other cultural histories provides an avenue for expressing discontent with one's own social group. Thus, inherent in ethnic conflict in the state is a continuous crossing over and blurring of lines, resulting in a cultural life that does in fact mix elements of various cultures in a unique, distinctive manner which nevertheless denies full equality to nonwhite traditions).
35Wagner interview, 232. 36Ibid., 228-229. 37Ibid., 218. 38Ibid., 244-245. they're all old actors and I've given them a new theater."39 He claimed he was "using object instead of words for poetry for a certain essence of the moment."40 The final product was not a statement but "almost like an amulet or a fetish."41 He testified to a pull towards social comment, a pull he felt imposed by outside forces and one that, at another point in the interview, he termed "collective dreams."42 He felt he had to fight this tendency because it made his work "time-full," something that would weaken its impact for others. In the late 1960s, however, he did become involved with support work for the American Indians: But it wasn't really politics to me, it was sort of restoring a culture and being part of keeping this restoration from being destroyed. Instead of tearing down a Victorian house and putting up a condo, that same kind of flavor to the American Indian: it was a thing of elegance, a thing of beauty, a thing of love, a thing that we cherished from nature.3
He created a box, America Needs Indians, that was unusual for him in that he used cheap plastic toys instead of finely textured, weathered objects.
That was actually that way when I found it in the dump. Everything had been melted together, and it became a wonderful piece of metamorphosis. Every kind of object in there just fused together. ... I used that piece as a statement protesting the pollution of our deserts and our mountains and our environment with the American Indian as the last symbol of let's not do [that] any more, let's stop.44
He also participated in a group show organized by AfroAmerican assemblagist Noah Purifoy in which sixty-six artists "sympathizing with the people of Watts" made art work from the "actual burned objects and melted things" they found in the debris of the 1965 Watts riots45
But Wagner expressed his opposition to the society in which he lived primarily through his myths of how artists should live outside of material rationality-in "power places" like Topanga Canyon, in the mountains just north of the city. Wagner lived there for ten years, when Topanga was a refuge for beat poets and artists rather than the expensive and trendy haven for the entertainment industry it would later become. Consider this story: and a match and set fire to the hay. Burned the whole place down before they could do anything. . . . The fire department tried to hook up the water, but the bigger monkeys were unhooking it all the time. They were up at the fire truck putting the hats on. Like the chimps .... Karl was always painting, but he left his window open. One night there was a knock at the door, and there was a monkey, or two monkeys, dressed up in Lederhosen and he opened the door, and they both jumped up on him and hugged him while the other monkeys came in through the back window. They were throwing his brushes all over the studio, you know. Karl was going mad with these monkeys.6 "So that was a typical Topanga story," he concluded, the sort of story that artists could share with each other when they got together, a story that affirmed their distance from everyday bourgeois The important discovery for him was that if his work had spontaneously been surrealist, he belonged to an important trend in European art-without even knowing it. He was no longer an explorer of unmapped terrain. He had roots, extending beyond the surrealists of the twenties and thirties to Hieronymus Bosch and Peter Brueghel and whoever else mined the unconscious for imagery. [See Figure 3 ] The question of Wagner's alliance to surrealism is problematic, however. Though he mythologized Breton, Max Ernst, and all artists in surrealist circles, when I pressed him to discuss this aspect of his work, it became apparent that he actually did not share many of the central concerns of classic surrealism.
Most striking was the disappearance of erotic and sexual content from his work, even though in the 1960s eroticism had been a recurring theme for him. At that time, while fully part of the California assemblagist impetus, he worked in an idiom consistent with the original surrealists' erotic language. In Majestic Memories, for example, he recreated a dancer who worked for many years in a downtown Los Angeles burlesque theater by juxtaposing perfume bottles, beads, glass knick knacks, a boa hat, phalluses, and lace that had belonged to her. It was an evocative piece: "You knew it [sex] was there, but it wasn't."55 The lithograph series Memories of the Future centered on an extended visual equation of vaginas, roller coasters, and death. Trying to explain why eroticism had disappeared from his art in the 1970s after he became a self-conscious surrealist, Wagner said, It's an escape from everything. My art. Everything. Completely. Anything that can be tied down to a way, it's an escape from it. This is hard for some people to understand, because they're looking for a message, an erotic message, a protest message, or some kind of timefull message. In the dream state and through the context of my work, I want to make people happy, give them more humor and joy in life. People who are looking for the other have a difficult time finding that because actually they probably do not have appreciation or humor for my work. My work goes beyond face value; it goes inside, and it's up to them to find it.56
Wagner's work also completely avoided cruelty or sadism. His initial response when asked about this was to deny that the exploration of cruelty had really been central to the surrealist agenda. He admitted that Artaud and Dali were cruel, but "Breton was really 55Ibid., 426. 56Ibid., 430. If Wagner's attitude is typical, we have arrived at a central tie between surrealism and the California assemblage movement. The appeal was methodological, though the content was differentas it has to be since the society being criticized is different from France or Belgium in the interwar period. The crucial connection is that the message must not be conscious. It comes from inside the artist and manifests itself in the nearly finished work of art before the artist is quite sure what he or she is saying. Art is not an intellectual process, not a mode of analysis, but a means for expressing interior realities that are suppressed by conventional states of life, by business-as-usual. The artistic process eliminates momentarily the constraints that are placed on the imagination. Wagner viewed the unconscious as the communicator to another dimension of reality.61 A Catholic who had spent years studying Asian and Native American religions, he had arrived at a position that sought to move from a rational view of the world to an irrational feeling of unity with divine forces. His main avenue for approaching the unconscious was the dream state, which he viewed as a means to an end: the important thing, he believed, was for an artist to move away from the material world, which he tended to discuss, not surprisingly for an assemblagist, in terms of concrete objects. in the United States, with this cultural stature taken as a key indicator of the region having come of age. Art was brought from the relative freedom of the periphery into the center of cultural life. There was money to be made, and in large quantities. The successful establishment of art institutions in Los Angeles led to building sprees and massive publicity. All this could not have been possible had high art not been protected and isolated by another kind of construction-a cultural and ideological wall of prestige that separated society from art as a cultural force, a wall so strong and high that even to suggest art's accountability for its presumed social impact came to seem a sign of a profound lack of culture. Though assemblage art was at the center of the crucial battle to gain artistic freedom from censorship, it somehow remained outside this remarkable flowering of art markets and institutions. The controversy over Kienholz's show at the county museum in 1966 ended with the board of supervisors losing control over the museum, but the beneficiaries were not Kienholz or other assemblagists. Shows were few, and perhaps the most pivotal and fecund figure in the postwar artistic renaissance-Wallace Berman-died before getting the recognition he deserved. The battle between yahoos and culturati obscured another war, a war of attrition against the avantgarde artist waged by the guardians of high culture. The first battle was over the degree of autonomy art institutions could have; the war within the arts "community" was over the very desirability of autonomy, over the place art should have in the cultural life of the community.
To recognize the ascendant autonomy of art institutions in the postwar period is to begin to unlock the puzzle of why so many of the interviews state that there was no history of art in Los Angeles, even as these very interviews detail a rich history72 The interviewees were saying, in effect, that the institutions of art were so embryonic or nonexistent that in an important sense cultural life prior to the 1950s was not really part of formal art history; the C6zanne exhibit at the Los Angeles County Fair in 1948 said more about the institutions of recreation than of art. Art was at the periphery, contingent upon the community at large, and had minimal selfgovernance except for those pockets of free space that artists created for themselves. Without denying the importance of this "prehistory," only with the autonomy of art institutions can an art history per se be said to have begun. Throughout the interview Kauffman consistently deprecated his accomplishments. Only when we glance back to what Moses and Kienholz have to say about Kauffman and examine their remarks in context can we begin to understand: their anecdotes, however trivial and inconsequential, reinforce their point that Kauffman had been insufferably cocky, not at all self-reflective or considerate, and quick to dismiss anyone who didn't achieve critical success, an easy pitfall since he scored big in the art market in his early twenties. We can see that the unexpected decline of his career had forced Kauffman to reexamine the meaning of his calling. The hidden internal polemic within the interview reads as a meditation on success and failure in the art enterprise: a question for which unfortunately the interviewer seemed to have absolutely no interest.7
Assemblage artist Gordon Wagner found a place for himself by totemically identifying with the surrealists. That was not entirely sufficient, so he further identified the surrealists with a timeless cosmic process: "I think that the Gospel and especially the Old Testament we use is probably one of the most surreal stories . . . pretty far out."88 On the basis of this identification, he found conviction that his devotion to a style deprecated by others was nonetheless worthwhile. He knew he was a rebel, but the necessity he felt to deny the society in which he lived led him also to deny the passionate social vision which, in part, empowered his work.
Images of self-representation may appear to be self-critical: Wagner referred to himself as "living in infinity"; Edward Kienholz didn't want to be boxed into being an artist-"You know, like I make art, I buy and sell some real estate, I shoot some pool, and you Themes of self-representation tie into personal myths, life goals, and found meaning. Themes of self-representation also provide keys to defining and interpreting an artist's aesthetic approach, since in these narrative accounts the artist's life itself is turned into an aesthetic product. They allow us to begin to define ways in which the events of a life transform into artistic inspiration and productions, since we are dealing with parallel reactions to critically important events in artists' lives. In this case, the severing of the self from hegemonic social (historical) processes, the attempt to preserve the self in a guise of irrationality, leads us back to one of the themes critics have found in both assemblage and perceptual art: these works delve into the meaning of the self in a rapidly changing society. Assemblagists find the self in the spontaneous moment of creation, while minimalists have found the self in a stratum of perception that occurs in theory prior to cognition. In both cases, the self is posed against history and society, and aesthetics is grasped as an escape from the inexorability of social formation.90 x The aestheticist focus that came to dominate the art institutions of California is part of a larger aestheticist culture in which the individual is turned into a self-created work of art, or so he might think. I quoted Wagner's Topanga stories at some length because their eccentricity illustrates how dreams of individual success can take many forms beside the commercial. In this context, the separation of the art community from society at large helps turns art into a "trip," a pastime that provides identity and structure amidst the demise of more traditional social ties. Self-chosen affinity groups for self-made humans-in the aesthetic sensecongregate, affirming the existential value of their choice, the social underpinnings of what we call "taste." We are in the realm of contemporary culture that Felix Guattari has described: community interviews makes it a symbol for forces invisible in the interview precisely because they were alien to the intellectual discourse of the artists or their community. But because those forces were part of the life experience of the interviewees, their effects can be traced between the lines. The triumph of myth over history in the interviews thus is not evidence that California lacks history, even in the arts, where so much history is intimately connected with the process of making money and therefore anything but romantic and more than a little bit vulgar. It is indeed remarkable: here is a society which possesses an active cultural life, but both the "establishment" and the "avant-garde" traditions have excluded consideration of how that society earns its keep. How it dreams (or better, a simulacrum of how it might dream) is a constant topic, as is the environment-light, space, freeways, gas stations, pop architecture, neon sunsets. But still so much is excluded. How an ideology and a mythology developed that can accomplish such an impressive feat is part of the study of the relationship of subjectivity and political-economic life. The argument that California has "no history" is one of the mechanisms that exclude society from art and replace history with myth. While this ideology cannot stifle struggle (nor any ideology, since all societies seem to have their ways of frustrating human beings), it can channel the struggle into the realm of dreams, and into lonely, individual battles like those so often described in interviews with these artists. xi I began this essay with a mystery: why was one of the most intriguing and fruitful movements in California art ignored by major institutions for two decades. I suggested as a working hypothesis that the answer might be found in the propensity of assemblage art to criticize society. That immediately brought us to a second mystery: how could the art of this genre be termed critique if oral histories with assemblage artists reveal a widespread hostility to social perspectives? I argued that myth had assumed the role of history, both personal and social, and therefore historical critique would be expressed most easily in the form of ahistorical, totemic thought. Assemblage emerged in a time when art institutions in the state were weak. Artists, who were largely poor, worked and lived in situations where direct contact between each other and with enthusiastic supporters was more important than the feeble commercial outlets for their work. Art had become a vehicle for communication on all sorts of subjects and was intended to have a transcending effect-as Wallace Berman put it, "Art is Love is God." A person who allowed him-or herself to be moved by art would escape the traps of "straight" society and lead a better life. One of the most important aspects of the movement was an unrelenting critique of bourgeois, commercial society in order to sustain a continuing independence from a world that was irrelevant and oppressive to "creative" people. A conservative age created its own radical opposition, but one based on aesthetics rather than a social theory.
At the same time, however, art institutions were expanding and strengthening. Art was no longer to be judged as a form of civic improvement or recreation. Its growing prestige could be measured by the importance of purely formalist criteria. Absence of social function or statement became, for a period of time, an absolute virtue. Though assemblage artwork often had purely formal excellence, only now being adequately acknowledged, its biting social comment was inseparable from the way the pieces were viewed. Assemblage art called into question the very desirability of the autonomy and prestige that art institutions were seeking and gaining. Because of the priority of content over form in California assemblage, the work could be excluded on philosophical grounds. Peter Plagens's assessment of the critical triumph of the L.A. Look over assemblage reads like a papal excommunication:
To keep something good going we need both a carrot and a stick ... The carrot was optimism, a gauzy faith in an amalgam of high technology and zen consciousness: if we could get rid of our appetite for all those nasty, dusty, gnarly, heavy, corny objets d'art, and if we could wean ourselves from such hoary materials as oil paint, bronze and welded steel, to polyester resin, nylon scrim and "pure" light and space, contemporary art could get us to the next astral plane.92
Exclusion of assemblage was made easier by the antipathy to and ineptness for commerce of many first-generation assemblage artists, not to mention all too frequent, all too human personal problems with alcohol and drugs. Nonetheless, assemblage did not die-in part because the genre had developed somewhat independently of the art market, in part because it touched a nerve across generations so that younger artists were inspired to continue All that can be asked of a work of art is that it speak to people. Once its voice is heard, then its place can be determined-not eternally, perhaps, as the artist may have hoped, but for so long as the social conditions, the human relations that provoked the piece in the first place, can be understood. It was in this sense that
